Babushka Egg Mini Question #8

Left-behind Movie – Is there a Fifth Version?
Four (4) “Left Behind” thriller films made during 2014-2016 were created from fairy tales consulting
ignorant theologians biased in false denominational dogmas not understanding God’s Plan for Mankind. It
was never really preached in any church but now understood better using true science that freed a Geniispirit from a web bottle never to return. Many misled Christians surely will not be raptured but will perish in
God’s Wrath, but if a deceived American Christian church would repent like in Nineveh, judgment
perhaps could be delayed until after Passover 5777 - 10 April 2017.
A fifth left behind movie aired on global TV could confirm the Apocalypse reality for everyone. Hopefully
it is much closer to understand the Torah-Bible, which is not taught in Christian denominations or Jewish
Synagogues. When prophetic Bible verses are properly aligned, one gets a different picture what is shown
through the filter of deception and lies portrayed by the theological establishment interested only in money.
Movies are made to teach and enlighten a mind or to keep brainwashed Christianized turkeys confused and
comatose about what the Bible really teaches. Believing false dogmas is a big mistake forfeiting a reward.
Thus, opinions need a number of video witnesses to verify Truth as linked to history and matching the
Torah-Bible investigated with true science to widen knowledge horizons for the skeptics. When science is
applied to Bible prophecy, it makes more sense. Why is it not allowed in church to stay ignorant like turkeys
who do not know what will happen to them on a coming holiday? Why is the Bible only 66 books when it
should be 70 in number as indicated by the Hebrew Alphabet Number system?
The Rapture is a Lie. Hidden Truth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tPXQiK_-QU
It’s fun to get a different web reflection of reality confirmed by many Babushka egg concept pearls, as most
of mankind soon will be dead. They will not witness how our 21st Century Civilization will end as described
by many prophets in the Bible known only by their pennames. The last curtain call on the world stage will
show Yeshua triumphant over Evil in the final endplay to start Mankind over. This time Satan-Lucifer loses
his job: he will no longer plague mankind with evil for a thousand years, never experienced before.
The final hour of a global united empire will be ruled personally by Lucifer morphed into mortality to
visibly control the New World Order directing psychopath politicians well trained in evil. He restricted
every global TV Media to air only the latest high-tech deception and lies to rule absolute around the world.
A new generation was prepared in ignorance of overall science no longer taught since 100 years in total
control of Satan. His followers were brain-washed by an evolution religion to obey evil thus will be
possessed by 200 million of his demons from hell (Rev. 9), will implement a depopulation world policy in
opposition to God’s laws. A genocide pattern has been repeated so many times in history.
Anyone professing to be Christians, Jews and political undesirable is now worldwide randomly murdered.
That will cause a total collapse of our civilization only to be upset by two extraordinarily powerful prophets
like Elijah from the Heh-dimension. The end game of tit for tat exploding in unimagined demonic
demonstration from Hell bathed in high-technology will accelerate clashing with supernatural miracles
projected by two prophets (Rev. 11:4). It will climax when special troops attacked Elijah and his servant
resembling mirror imaged in 2 Kings 1:12, but this time succeeded to kill the two prophets in a rain of
bullets in full view seen worldwide on TV. For three days bureaucrats will celebrate globally in UN parties,
with TV stations gone ballistic watching the shot-up bodies in Jerusalem ignorant that ELOHIM will repeat
history. Foretold on the fourth day suddenly they will stand up in full view rising once more in the sky but
now resurrected. They announced to a horrified world TV - the party is over to fulfill forgotten prophecy.
Hundreds of Yeshua’s prophecies stated thousands years ago will now be full-filled on a fast track. The
daytime light suddenly is dimmed to see levitating a gigantic UFO spaceship invasion with a horrible sound
from the sky like the noise of thousand screaming jet engines shocking everybody? Thus a foretold space
bible encounter will change a worldview forever, ending again an evil civilization controlled by Satan. More
details have been collected in Babushka eggs linked the forbidden Torah-Bible with suppressed science.
And I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal, and, lo, there was a great earthquake; and the sun
became black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood. And the stars of heaven fell unto
the earth, even as a fig tree casted her untimely figs, when she is shaken of a mighty wind. And the
heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together; and every mountain and island were moved
out of their places. And the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich men, and the chief
captains, and the mighty men, and every bondman, and every free man, hid themselves in the dens
and in the rocks of the mountains. And said to the mountains and rocks, fall on us, and hide us from
the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb: For the great day of his
wrath is come; and who shall be able to stand? (Rev. 6:12-17 (KJV)
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